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Agenda
NASA’s Space Logistics R&T project for Exploration
• Space Shuttle Program Logistics Lessons Learned
• Modeling and Simulation to assess In-Space Manufacturing, 
3D printing technology adaption and sourcing risk
• Network modeling for sequencing product delivery logistics nodal 
positioning
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Space Shuttle Program Orbiter Processing Concept
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Actual Orbiter Processing Operations
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Gaps with Design, Sourcing & Supply Chain
SSP Operational Gaps
Critical Gap Critical Gap Critical Gap
Issues:
• Data “locked” in engineering
• Ineffective Communication
• Increased Timeliness
• Lack of Shared Knowledge
• Increased Margin on Initial 
Quotes
• Lack of IP Protection
• Lack of classification (SMRC)
• Supplier involvement
Issues:
• Assembly Quoting Challenges
• Manufacturing Readiness
• Industrial Base Viability
• Demand Aggregation
• Inadequate view of total cost
• Difficult global part transition
• Counterfeit Parts
• Product Quality
Issues:
• Incomplete Specification Data
• Increased indirect non-recurring cost
• Increase in change order activity
• Large inventory costs
• Frequent Obsolescence occurrences
• Lack of export controls
• Poor supply chain readiness
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Space Shuttle Program 
Ground Operations Cost Breakdown
Source: http://strategic.mit.edu/docs/3_84-AIAA-2006-7234.pdf
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• 30% of suppliers are NASA dependent
• 46% had no interest to support Commercial 
Human Space Flight
• 14% had no interest to support future NASA 
programs
• 19% of suppliers high risk of insolvency
• Manufacturing capacity utilization <50%
• NASA product Market Cap decreased
• 53% of suppliers support DoD
• 12 other Agencies also impacted
NASA/Department of Commerce Survey
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/forms-documents/other-areas/641-national-aeronautics-and-space-administration-nasa-industrial-base-post-space-shuttle/file
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The space industry’s profit margins lagged behind A&D, and 
other high technology manufacturing sectors
• Profitability was typically lower the further down the supply chain a 
company was situated from the first tier
• Because of low visibility into suppliers below the tier-1 level, it is 
difficult to assess resiliency and product quality of specific tiers or 
subsectors within the NASA Supply Chain
Supply Chain Post-Shuttle Lessons Learned
“For want of a nail a kingdom was lost” c. 1230 Freidank Bescheidenheit
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Step 1. Data Sourcing – Content is King!
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Visibility of the Complex and “Multi-functional” 
Supply Chain was achieved
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Deep Space Gateway
(Conceptual)
NASA/MIT developed Supply Chain Model “SpaceNet”
• Network modeling for sequencing multi-commodity network flows
• High-fidelity analysis of logistics nodal positioning and flight manifest 
• Models the balance of constraints such as mass transformation e.g. 
propellant, water etc.
• To consider In-Space Manufacturing (ISM) infrastructure & Feedstock
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Campaign-Level Network Flow Modeling
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What is In-Space Manufacturing (ISM)?
ISM is on-demand manufacturing using In-situ Resource 
Utilization (ISRU)
• Regolith-Based 3D Printing or with binder additives such as a 
Polymer feedstock 
• Required for affordable, sustainable space operations beyond Low-
Earth Orbit
• Years away from complementing supply chain but success is being 
realized;
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Methodology to obtain the Value Proposition
 SCM Resilience modeling
 3D Printing Technology maturity and adoption
 SCM “War Game” distribution visualization
 Model risk: natural disasters, transportation, economic, sole sources
The End Game of iSCM
 Quality of Data
 Data Architecture and Ontology
 Security and High Performance Computing
- Micro-simulation tools that model complex interdependencies between 
industrial base and critical infrastructure sectors
 Vertical Chain Integration
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